
Titans battle back from early deficit & reach third consecutive Final Four: 
 

Notre Dame/Riverside: 10-25-18-21=74 (21-10 Overall)  
Cypress:                        22-09-08-15=54 (27-3 Overall) 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Riverside, CA (Notre Dame High School)-- 
 
Momentum can be either an adversary or an ally. After eight minutes in Thursday's CIF-SS 
Division 2AA quarterfinal game the Cypress High School boys basketball team had it in droves 
playing at Notre Dame’s Golden Dome. However the Titans (3A defending champion last year) 
used a 25-9 second quarter to regain the lead and 18-8 third period which created distance and 
ultimately prevailed 74-54. It's the Titan third straight semifinal appearance in their third different 
classification. They'll host Mayfair on Saturday evening who defeated Orange Lutheran in 
another quarterfinal.  
 
Pierce Sterling put the Titans up 2-0 early by hitting a baseline jumper just fifty seconds into 
action. From there the Centurions scored seven straight points on two layups from Clifton 
Patterson & a three point play from Jared Brown to take a 7-2 lead with 5:01 left in our opening 
stanza. Back to back baskets from Anthony Holland closed the gap to 9-6 Cypress. Notre Dame 
faced two thirteen point deficits in that first quarter: one on a layup from Christian Kim which 
made it 19-6 Centurions and 22-9 after Brown's three pointer with 21.8 seconds to play. Notre 
Dame trailed 22-10 after a quarter.  
 
Notre Dame immediately went to work and started the second quarter on a 9-0 run lasting two 
minutes forcing a Cypress timeout. Holland hit a mid range jumper, Luis Perez converted a jump 
hook & stole the ensuing inbounds pass for a layup while Anton Mozga chipped in a three 
pointer. That spurt closed Notre Dame's deficit to 22-19 with six minutes until intermission. 
Brown had another three pointer and long two point jumper putting Cypress up 29-28 with 1:29 
left. One last spurt from the Titans (this time 7-2 over a minute) restored a 35-31 lead at break. 
Julian Davis had a long two point shot and connected on a three pointer while Holland (who 
picked up two early fouls) had an offensive rebound/putback at the buzzer.  
 
Once the Titans seized momentum it stayed on their side for most of that second half. They 
came out of the locker room and immediately went on an 8-2 run forcing another Cypress 
timeout. Davis connected on another three pointer while Pierce Sterling had a layup and three 
pointer propelling Notre Dame to a 43-33 lead with 5:27 to go in the third quarter. It was a 53-39 
lead for the Titans after three quarters on Davis’ layup with under thirty seconds left.  
 
As one would expect two loss teams do not go down without a fight. Notre Dame took a lead of 
62-46 off a turnaround jumper & two free throws from Holland with 4:46 remaining. Cypress had 



one last rally in them which cut the deficit to 62-53 with about three and a half minutes left which 
was as close as they got. Patterson converted a three point play, Brown a layup, and Anthony 
Tello hit a runner from the right block in that last spurt. One last field goal ,a Holland three 
pointer, pushed the lead to 70-53 with a minute to go as Notre Dame started to pull their starters 
with a date on Saturday night in hand.  
 
Titans coach Rob Robinson when asked about the early deficit remarked “We're a bit banged up 
at this point and playing guys in positions they haven't played all year. I knew there was a 
possibility of coming out that slow just having only one day to work with this personnel grouping. 
Cypress did a great job of forcing tempo & getting out in transition that first quarter which took 
us a minute to get used to. It was one of those games where I told the guys if they could defend 
long enough things would eventually balance themselves out but for awhile I was sweating 
bullets on the sideline.”  
 
Anthony Holland led all scorers with a season high 32 points but picked up two early offensive 
fouls. Robinson said about his evening “At that point down twelve or fourteen points early we 
just had to roll with it but I was extremely worried he'd pick up a third. He stepped up big tonight 
but that's exactly what seniors are supposed to do.”  
 
Holland also spoke with us after the win and remarked “Momentum is big ,especially at home, 
and we could feel the crowd's energy while making those runs in the second quarter to take the 
lead. For us that started with stringing together stops defensively and then once a few shots 
went in momentum swung quickly towards our side. It feels great to get to play at home on 
Saturday for a second straight title game appearance.”  
 
Titan Notables:  
Anton Mozga>>10 points 
Julian Davis>>15 points (10 in the second half)  
Anthony Holland>>32 points (17 in the second half) 
Three Point Makes: Mozga (1), Davis (2), Sterling (1), Holland (2)  
 
Centurion Notables:  
Jared Brown>>26 points  
Clifton Patterson>>13 points 
Three Point Makes: Brown (2) 
 
 
 


